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In response to declines in recreational boating and fishing participation, Congress 
passed the 1998 Sportfishing and Boating Safety Act. The Act required the Department 
of the Interior Secretary to implement a National Outreach and Communication 
Program (Program) to address recreational boating and fishing participation and 
promote conservation and responsible use of the nation’s aquatic resources. In 
response, the Sport Fishing and Boating Partnership Council (SFBPC) developed a 
strategic plan for the Program and the Recreational Boating and Fishing Foundation 
(RBFF) was established in October 1998 expressly to carry out that plan. 

RBFF is a nonprofit organization whose mission is to increase participation in 
recreational fishing and boating and thereby increase public awareness and  
appreciation of the need for protecting, conserving and restoring this nation’s aquatic 
natural resources.

RBFF is funded by a Sport Fish Restoration Program (SFR) discretionary grant awarded 
through a competitive process. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is responsible for 
administering the discretionary grant and provides a detailed accounting of the RBFF 
program and its activities to the Secretary of the Interior. For the period 2000 – 2010, 
RBFF has received $106,134,314 in SFR funding.

The Act directs the Secretary of the Interior to conduct periodic reviews of the Program. 
Responsibility for the assessment was delegated to SFBPC, on behalf of the Secretary, 
through a 1999 memorandum of understanding which states the SFBPC “will monitor 
the implementation of the program, will evaluate effectiveness of the program by 
communicating regularly with its stakeholders, and will regularly report findings to the 
Secretary and the signatories of this agreement.”  

The SFBPC undertook reviews of RBFF in 2002 and 2006. This assessment constitutes 
the third review of the RBFF and its implementation of the Program.

Conduct of the FY 2007– 2009 Assessment
In August 2009, SFBPC empanelled an eight-person Assessment Team to undertake a 
programmatic assessment of RBFF for the period FY 2007– 2009. Collectively, the team 
comprises experience and expertise in recreational boating, fishing, aquatic resource 
conservation, program analysis and familiarity with the conduct and impact of RBFF’s 
programs. In carrying out its review responsibilities, the SFBPC charged its Assessment 
Team to conduct its assessment in an independent, impartial and constructive manner.

The 2009 Assessment utilizes the evaluation framework developed for the 2006 
Programmatic Assessment of RBFF, FY 2003 – 2006, conducted by the SFBPC. The 
assessment evaluates the efforts of RBFF relative to five questions directly derived from 
the Program’s legislative mandate:  

1. Have RBFF activities had a positive impact on recruitment and retention of boaters 
and anglers? 

2. Have Stakeholders found added value in the adoption of RBFF products?

R e P o R t  s u m m A R Y  A n d  F i n d i n g s
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3. Has RBFF increased the public’s knowledge of boating and fishing techniques, and 
its awareness of boating and fishing opportunities?

4. How has RBFF enhanced the public’s understanding of aquatic resources?

5. Have RBFF products and activities increased conservation and responsible use of 
aquatic resources by boaters and anglers?

2009 Assessment Findings and Recommendations
This assessment documents a great deal of work by RBFF centered on increasing boating 
and fishing, providing how- and where-to information on boating and fishing, as well as 
education and conservation efforts. In the three-year period examined, RBFF continued 
its Take Me Fishing and Anglers’ Legacy campaigns, expanded its marketing programs 
with state fish and wildlife agencies, and continued to expand its educational grants for 
aquatic education. RBFF’s programs and resulting outcomes are examined in detail in 
this report.

In the following table, the 2009 Assessment Team’s findings are presented alongside of 
the 17 recommendations presented in the 2006 Assessment, along with a page reference 
to where a larger discussion is presented in the following report. 

2006 Assessment Recommendations Outcome, FY 2007– 2009

1. identify improved metrics for measuring its 
impact on boating and angler participation 
at the state and regional levels (rather than 
using national metrics) through focused 
surveys, data mining, and other techniques 
directed at specific markets. 

While rbff’s reporting to fWs and sfbpc 
indicate this action was addressed, the 
assessment team found that rbff frequently 
the changed and inconsistently presented 
its boater/angler recruitment/retention 
performance measures to stakeholders  
(page 22).

2. develop methodology to demonstrate the 
relationship between consumer “impressions” 
and angler/boater recruitment and retention. 
absent definitive proof that impressions 
from national media campaigns have a 
direct causal relationship with boating 
and fishing participation, rbff should 
reexamine funding allocated to national 
media campaigns versus other programs 
conducted with, and to the benefit of its 
stakeholders.

a 2009 tmf.org website visitor questionnaire 
suggested that 33% of visitors to tmf.org 
report being “much more likely or somewhat 
more likely to fish” based on their experiences 
with the website. a 2008 survey found 
that tmf.org had a positive impact on the 
likelihood to go fishing in the next six months 
with 31% of respondents. When filtered 
by avidity, the most positive impact on the 
likelihood to go fishing occurred with lapsed 
anglers. there remains little direct evidence 
of how tmf.org impacts recruitment and 
retention (page 26).
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2006 Assessment Recommendations Outcome, FY 2007– 2009

3. expand efforts to work with state natural 
resource agencies and industry partners 
in the design and implementation of pilot 
marketing programs to increase license sales 
and participation in boating and fishing. 
Work cooperatively with stakeholders to 
integrate pilot programs into the long-term 
operation of state agency programs. 

rbff undertook six pilot programs and 
cooperative projects with over 30 states 
targeted at lapsed anglers. rbff provided 
$1.06 million in funding support, fy 2007–09 
(page 13). rbff undertook research and pilot 
program directed at lapsed oregon boat 
registrations (page 40).

4. Work closely with boating stakeholders 
to ensure its programs are meaningful to 
the boating sector and helping to increase 
boating participation. the current focus 
on “increased fishing from boats” and its 
definition of boating may prove too limiting 
to ensure the boating stakeholder sector’s 
long-term support of rbff. 

rbff-sponsored research finds fishing to be a 
strong pathway to boating, helping to unite 
stakeholders behind the theme that fishing 
is the gateway to increasing both fishing 
and boating participation (page 39). rbff 
conducted the oregon boat registration 
renewal pilot (page 40) and is undertaking 
new efforts directed at better promoting 
boating access locations in the eastern united 
states (page 62).

5. develop and institute improved survey 
methodology for determining stakeholder 
use of rbff materials on annual or biennial 
basis. ensure survey is easy for stakeholders 
to complete and provides timely and useful 
information for rbff management. 

rbff undertook stakeholder satisfaction 
surveys in 2006 and 2008 (page 36). While 
surveys provide many indications of 
stakeholder satisfaction with rbff’s work, 
there are indications that efforts fall short of 
expectations for specific constituencies. in 
addition, rbff does not define its “market core” 
stakeholders for the purposes of measuring 
performance (page 45). 

6. conduct annual survey of state natural 
resource agency websites to determine level 
of rbff cooperative material usage and 
look for new ways to assist agencies in their 
fishing, boating and aquatic conservation 
missions.

during fy 2007–2009, rbff undertook a 
partial survey on one occasion. assessment 
team conducted survey of state agency 
websites (page 47) and polled state agencies 
(page 48). 

7. provide fWs with an annual accomplish-
ments report, as required by the fWs coop-
erative agreement, which reports against 
the stated performance goal of “increasing 
public participation in recreational fishing 
and boating activities and increasing public 
awareness of the need for aquatic resource 
conservation.”  in addition, produce an 
annual stakeholders’ report which provides 
a “bottom line” assessment of progress, iden-
tifying where objectives have and have not 
been met, and provide lessons learned and 
obstacles encountered.

rbff provided annual reports to fWs as 
required with regular reporting to sfbpc as 
well. annual reports also were prepared and 
distributed to stakeholders in 2007, 2008 and 
2009 (page 43). a “bottom line” assessment as 
recommended in the 2006 assessment has yet 
to be produced by rbff.
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2006 Assessment Recommendations Outcome, FY 2007– 2009

8.  disseminate existing and future research 
results in a manner that permits 
stakeholders to put rbff findings into 
action; develop future research agendas in 
close collaboration with stakeholders. 

rbff undertook three distinct research efforts 
during fy 2007–2009: fishing and boating 
participation relationship research, oregon 
market research, and special report on 
fishing and boating  (page 39). each provided 
value to the boating and fishing community. 
it is not apparent, however, that a systematic 
process exists to consult with a broad range 
of stakeholders to define research needs and 
prioritize efforts (page 51).

9.  set as a strategic plan and annual work plan 
goal to document at least a 25 percent 
match in non-federal outside contributions 
to the organization’s projects. assessment 
team believes this match can be leveraged 
from the publicity value, cost-sharing and 
other leverage the rbff program routinely 
attracts. it is not recommended that rbff 
institute a “matching requirement” for its 
grant recipients and partners except where 
such leverage is advantageous to all parties.

rbff did not achieve a 25 percent or higher 
match for sport fish restoration funds 
received in fy 2007–2009. rbff is working  
to ramp up its revenue production activities 
and is confident that it will be in a position  
to produce significant non-federal revenues  
to support its programs and demonstrate a  
25 percent match by the end of fy 2010  
(page 41). 

10. Work with state natural resource agencies 
and other stakeholders to fine-tune the 
takemefishing.org website to increase 
its effectiveness in educating the public 
regarding “how-to” and “where-to” boat  
and fish.

rbff has made great strides in its efforts to 
increase the public’s knowledge of “how-to” 
and “where-to” boat and fish (page 55). to the 
future, rbff will benefit from forging closer 
relationships with key stakeholders to provide 
the best information possible (page 59). 

11. continue to ensure that safe boating 
practices remain integral to all of rbff 
programs, and provide website downloads 
and other outreach on important safety 
practices such as wearing lifejackets, carbon 
monoxide build-up, use of emergency cut-
off devices, etc.

safe boating and fishing remain integral to 
rbff programs and the organization plays 
a role in enhancing awareness of safe and 
responsible boating and fishing (page 58).

12. evaluate its future role in supporting 
national fishing and boating Week (nfbW) 
versus allocating the required staff effort 
and funding to other programs.

rbff continues its support of nfbW with 
a minimal commitment of staffing and 
resources (page 56).

13. in cooperation with stakeholders, undertake 
an assessment of the full range of fishing 
and boating programs directed at children 
and newcomers. such an evaluation would 
make recommendations for increasing their 
efficiency and effectiveness and rbff would 
reallocate resources as appropriate. 

rbff is supporting the reach20 project with 
the national youth marine alliance to assess 
fishing and boating programs directed at 
children. initial results are expected in 2010 
(page 71).
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2006 Assessment Recommendations Outcome, FY 2007– 2009

14. develop improved capability to track 
educators’ use of rbff.org website and the 
adoption of best practices by educators.

2006 & 2008 stakeholder surveys identify 
educators as a distinct cohort and indicate 
some areas of concern. aside from these 
surveys, rbff has limited ability to track 
educators’ use of rbff.org and the adoption of 
best practices (page 73). 

15. consider directing additional resources for 
the national fishing and boating education 
grant initiative because of its long-term 
recruitment potential and the ability to 
effectively measure the program’s impact.

rbff increased the scope of its educational 
grants program from a total of $201,032 in 
2005 to $782,130 in 2009 (page 67).

16. integrate conservation and responsible 
use into all aspects of its programs. rbff 
should concentrate on working with state 
natural resource agencies to assist them in 
their conservation and aquatic education 
programs. linking the purchase of a 
fishing license to an act of conservation, 
or promoting safe and ethical boating 
and fishing on a continuing basis are two 
actions that move rbff toward fulfilling this 
mandate. 

rbff actively promoted purchase of state 
fishing licenses as an act of a conservation 
beginning in 2008. takemefishing.org 
supported the sale of 10,673 fishing licenses 
in 2008 and 223,956 in 2009. rbff also 
places the sport fish restoration logo and/or 
conservation messages in the majority of its 
communication materials (page 77). 

17. Work with fWs and the sfbpc to codify 
a single set of performance criteria 
and measures along with appropriate 
modifications to data collection 
systems. this will greatly enhance rbff’s 
accountability to congress and the general 
public, improve data collection and quality, 
reduce redundancy and overall labor 
required by rbff staff and greatly facilitate 
future assessments.

rbff board of directors annually approves 
metrics based on its strategic planning. to 
date, rbff, fWs, afWa and sfbpc have yet 
to codify a single set of performance criteria 
(page 22).

Overall, the Assessment Team found RBFF to have worked hard to accomplish its 
recreational fishing and boating mission and to incorporate the recommendations of 
the 2006 Council Assessment. RBFF has worked diligently with its stakeholders to 
increase the ranks of boaters and fishermen. For example, it has utilized research and 
innovative marketing techniques to assist states in increasing fishing license holders and 
boating registrations. With this overall positive performance in mind, a summary of the 
2009 Assessment Team’s report findings and recommendations follows. In developing 
recommendations, the Assessment Team intentionally avoided dictating policy, as this 
is the proper role of the RBFF Board of Directors in consultation with SFBPC, FWS, 
AFWA and other stakeholders.
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Question 1 
Impact on Recruitment and Retention (findings & observations, p 22–32)
The 2009 Assessment Team restates the need for RBFF (in consultation with the SFBPC 
and FWS), to develop and consistently report against a comprehensive set of improved 
and simplified measures of success. Over the period reviewed, RBFF frequently changed 
and inconsistently presented its boater/angler recruitment/retention performance 
measures to stakeholders. To facilitate a more useful set of performance metrics, the 
Assessment Team has realigned the metrics for assessing RBFF impact on recruitment 
and retention of boaters and anglers. 

RBFF has accomplished a great deal in working with state natural resource agencies to 
assist them with marketing and outreach to lapsed anglers and other market segments. 
The overall return on investment appears to vary significantly across all state efforts. The 
challenges of converting pilots to programs, and sustaining these programs over time 
at the state level are yet to be resolved, as noted in the 2006 Assessment. Based on 
preliminary results from the 2009 direct mail marketing efforts, now may be the time 
to move from a top-down to a bottom-up approach and provide incentives to states to 
try new innovative tactics. These tactics should be designed for replication in other states 
if successful, and should include adequate evaluation processes and accountability for 
sharing results with the larger community. 

To continue to foster the greatest amount of innovation, RBFF has the opportunity to 
empower the states to decide how best to utilize RBFF funding and expertise to recover 
lapsed anglers. To this renewed effort RBFF is in a strong position to bring staff expertise, 
best practices (including performance measures and evaluation), seed money and an 
ability to share learnings with the larger community through case studies posted on a 
common website.

States are the key delivery point for fishing and boating participation, license sales, boat 
registrations, fisheries management and aquatic education. A major measure of success 
for RBFF is its ability to help states be more effective—to bring added value to state 
agency efforts to increase participation in boating and fishing. It is important for RBFF 
to develop and maintain solid, two-way communications with each of its state partners. 
The program will greatly benefit from being adaptive and building on learnings that are 
mutually accepted and promoted rather than delivered in a top-down manner.

RBFF is fully cognizant of the need to energize its boating focus and demonstrate to 
its boating constituency that boating is not secondary to fishing for the organization. 
Similar to its States Initiatives, RBFF has embarked on conducting a series of state 
pilot programs, adapting lessons learned with the intention of rolling out an integrated 
program nation wide. However, at the end of 2009, while 35 states have participated in 
one or more fishing-related campaigns, only one boating pilot has been launched. 

RBFF’s activities help drive revenue that benefits the Sport Fish Restoration (SFR)
Program. Its overall contribution, however, is unknown. Rather than attempt to 
divert limited resources to quantifying this complex equation, RBFF’s program should 
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continue to promote the importance of a strong, enduring SFR program, and help 
increase public awareness of the program’s vital recreational and conservation benefits.

The Take Me Fishing.org website represents a powerful tool for recruiting new anglers 
and boaters. It provides a wealth of “how-to” and “where-to” information in a centralized 
location under the Take Me Fishing banner. As was the case with the earlier media 
campaigns where there was the recognized need to move beyond “consumer impressions” 
to actual participation, the TakeMeFishing.org website must demonstrate conversion 
from website visits to participation in boating and fishing. This translates into the need 
for a greater call to action on the website and demonstrating that visitors are going 
fishing or boating as a result of raising their awareness and knowledge online. Tracking 
the number of visitors to TakeMeFishing.org that go to individual state fishing pages 
(annual referrals) is an excellent example of meeting this measure of success. 

Anglers’ Legacy is one of the most robust and measurable of RBFF activities with a clear 
call to action. It provides individuals with the opportunity to pass the angling tradition 
along to someone new, and it is supported by professional anglers, manufacturers and 
many others. Its appeal to those who love “being on the water,” the tangible involvement 
of the boating and fishing industry, and the program’s ability to recruit new participants 
make Anglers’ Legacy an important part of RBFF’s programs.

Question 2
Added Value to Stakeholders (findings & observations, p 44–52)
The 2006 and 2008 stakeholder surveys provide many indications of stakeholder 
satisfaction with RBFF’s work. These can be viewed as indications that RBFF is 
responsive to the interests of many stakeholders. But there are also signs that RBFF 
efforts are falling short of expectations for specific constituencies, especially boating, 
education and conservation. 

RBFF has a stated objective to “demonstrate use of RBFF products by stakeholders.”  
Unfortunately, it was unable to determine the number of organizations utilizing RBFF 
products in FY 2007– 2009 because of the limitations of its stakeholder database. RBFF 
needs to develop the capability to answer such questions as “how many state agencies 
have utilized one or more RBFF products?”  

Many of the stakeholders that have ongoing projects with RBFF, that RBFF has 
recognized and that are actively named on RBFF’s website have no obvious connection 
with the Take Me Fishing or Anglers’ Legacy brands on their own websites. Absent targeted 
communications with core stakeholders, the reasons for this lack of reciprocity can only 
be speculated. 

To partially gauge the impact of RBFF programs on state natural resource agencies, the 
Assessment Team conducted a survey of state agency websites and polled state agency 
personnel. The results illustrate the benefits of targeted stakeholder polling.

Given the central role that state boating and fishing agencies play in recreational fishing, 
boating, aquatic education and other matters central to RBFF’s mission, the Assessment 
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Team believes that RBFF should work with each state to agree on actions both partners 
will implement to ensure RBFF is providing valued support to the state’s efforts on 
behalf of boating and fishing. The Assessment Team recommends that the SFBPC 
request a “State of the States” report from RBFF on a biennial basis outlining each state’s 
relationship and expectations. This action, along with each state working with RBFF to 
ensure the TakeMeFishing.org state site is accurate and “angler/boater-ready,” will go a 
long way towards strengthening its partnership with state agencies. 

 Collectively, RBFF-sponsored research has provided important insights into why 
individuals boat and fish, ethnic and gender distinctions, and barriers to participation. 
RBFF continues to produce timely and valuable research on topics of importance to its 
angling and boating stakeholders. The Fishing and Boating Participation Relationship 
Research provides evidence for fishing being a strong pathway to boating—an 
assumption built into many of RBFF’s programs. The Oregon Boating Registration 
project is another example of targeted research at a time when many states nationwide 
are undergoing a decline in overall boat registrations. It is also aimed directly at the 
boating segment at a juncture when boating stakeholders have made it clear they  
want to see RBFF more fully engaged in boating. It is not apparent, however, that a 
systematic process exists to consult with a broad range of stakeholders to define research 
needs and prioritize efforts. Development of a research agenda in collaboration with 
stakeholders will assist in providing transparency and consistency to establishing future 
research projects. 

RBFF funding comes almost exclusively from SFR Program dollars. In this current 
period of tight state budgets and reduced revenue for aquatic resource management, it 
is even more critical that RBFF hold itself to the same standards as states in receiving 
SFR funds and generate a 25 percent or better non-federal match. RBFF is working to 
ramp up its revenue production activities and is confident that it will be in a position 
to produce significant non-federal revenues to support its programs and demonstrate 
a 25 percent match by the end of FY 2010. The Assessment Team encourages RBFF 
to continue to move forward in addressing this issue and calls on both the SFBPC and 
FWS to assist RBFF with its efforts.

Question 3 
How-to and Where-to Information (findings & observations, p 59–62)
RBFF publicizes TakeMeFishing.org as “the premier online destination for boaters and 
anglers to learn, plan and equip for a day on the water.”  The website has undergone vast 
improvements since it was first launched in 2005, and the 2009 Assessment Team found 
the overall look and feel of TakeMeFishing.org to be attractive and engaging. The site’s 
current design/architecture is well received by visitors with the majority indicating that 
they easily found the information they were seeking. In addition, TakeMeFishing.org 
ranks high in search engines as a result of RBFF being actively engaged in search engine 
marketing and the site’s growing popularity. 

RBFF has taken great strides forward in its efforts to increase the public’s knowledge 
of “how-to” and “where-to” boat and fish. To the future, RBFF will benefit from forging 
closer relationships with key stakeholders to provide the best information possible. RBFF 
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has assembled a database of over 12,000 places to boat and fish around the country. The 
result is remarkable in scope, but data quality is too often inconsistent and incomplete 
as compared to similar data available to the public by many state agency websites. While 
the broad acclaims for the TakeMeFishing.org improvements are well-deserved, the 
quality of how-to” and “where-to” information is inconsistent. In some instances specific 

“how-to” and “where-to” information is useful and complete, while other searches found 
inaccurate and incomplete information. 

The Assessment Team’s concept of success for TakeMeFishing.org and RBFF lies in the 
development of a collaborative partnership with each state where RBFF defines how it 
can best promote each state’s boating and fishing opportunities. For states with strong 
resources, TakeMeFishing.org should promote those resources. For states working to 
improve their boating and fishing access information, RBFF should assist them in that 
effort. A similar opportunity exists to improve the “how-to” areas of TakeMeFishing.org. 
RBFF should partner with agencies and professional organizations to keep their web 
pages accurate and timely. Another distinct benefit of this partnership approach is that 
the state agencies and other partners become responsible for ensuring the accuracy of the 
information, not RBFF. It also opens up the opportunity for RBFF to provide a service 
by sharing its “expertise” in assisting states with developing key information about 
angling and boating where it is lacking. RBFF can elect to focus on providing state 
agencies with a better tool for state tool kits rather than establishing a competing tool. 
Feedback received from state contacts suggests they are looking for more collaboration 
and flexibility from RBFF rather than competition for the “best website.”  The end result 
is that RBFF becomes more active in promoting their stakeholders’ efforts, rather than 
merely requesting stakeholders promote RBFF’s products.

RBFF has played an important role in supporting National Fishing and Boating Week 
but the overall benefits of RBFF’s continued support for the program remains unclear. 

Safe boating and fishing remain integral to RBFF programs and the organization 
continues to play a role in enhancing awareness about safe and responsible boating and 
fishing.

 A final point concerns fishing and boating access. RBFF is beginning to work with states 
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in the eastern United States to develop a database 
of all public access points. This is a vital project with direct benefits to boating and 
fishing participation.

Question 4 
Aquatic Education (findings & observations, p 72–73)
RBFF’s National Youth Fishing and Boating Grants contributed to increasing knowledge 
and enthusiasm for boating and fishing at targeted schools, parks and clubs with 
continued success being limited primarily by available funding. RBFF has expanded the 
program, increasing available grants funds from $200,032 in FY 2004 to $782,130 in 
FY 2009. The number of youth served also expanded as the grants program continued 
to fund aquatic education programs with schools, parks and clubs. RBFF has also 
moved to provide the program with greater accountability and transparency through the 
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naming of an Education Task Force and implementing a stronger grant awards process. 
The Assessment Team reaffirms the importance of this grants program and encourages 
RBFF to continue to expand the program. It is also important for RBFF to initiate an 
evaluation of the program utilizing its own Guide to Program Evaluation to distribute the 
results distributed to partners and the larger aquatic education community, and to utilize 
the evaluation’s learnings in framing future direction. RBFF is encouraged to continue to 
fund both in-depth school-based programs such as Physh Ed, as well as programs serving 
broader audiences.

RBFF’s Best Practices suite continues to provide an important contribution to the aquatic 
education community. RBFF’s development of Best Practices is an example of where 
RBFF and its educational stakeholders 1) identified a need, 2) utilized experts within 
the community to develop the product, 3) cooperated to distribute the product, and 4) 
moved on to the next need. 

The addition of the Guide to Program Evaluation also makes an important contribution, 
and one that RBFF itself has the opportunity to use in evaluating its own National Youth 
Fishing and Boating Grants program. 

With the growth and impact of TakeMeFishing.org, RBFF has the opportunity to more 
fully integrate education into the overall Take Me Fishing brand. RBFF.org once provided 
a set of select educational resources gleaned from stakeholders on its website. While 
RBFF elected to stop offering this service, RBFF continues to be in a unique position to 
feature a “Top 50” of their stakeholders’ most used aquatic resources, along with links to 
the contributing stakeholders. Many of these resources remain challenging for volunteer 
leaders and others to locate and this would be another way for RBFF to support the 
work of its stakeholders. Lastly, the Assessment Team encourages RBFF to work with 
appropriate stakeholders to increase the overall impact and value of  TakeMeFishing.org’s 
educational pages.

Question 5
Conservation and Responsible Use (findings & observations, p 81–83)
RBFF is in a strong position to continue to work cooperatively with its stakeholders 
in efforts to promote a strong conservation and responsible use message. RBFF has 
continued to work at finding meaningful ways of addressing the conservation aspect of 
its mission. The Assessment Team’s review of the TakeMeFishing.org site, however, found 
the opportunity to improve both the content and the impact of its conservation message 
on the website. With the development of an increasingly impactful website, RBFF has 
the opportunity to work with federal and state natural resource agencies and other 
conservation stakeholders to identify “best of conservation” content that already exists 
and present it in a readily available and interesting format on TakeMeFishing.org.

RBFF has actively worked to tie the SFR message to ongoing RBFF communications. 
RBFF is encouraged to continually look for ways to assist angling and boating 
stakeholders in conveying the SFR program and its importance to the general public. 
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The SFR message on TakeMeFishing.org will become much more compelling with 
the provision of specific examples and images that convey to the viewer SFR’s vital 
contribution to boating, fishing and the aquatic environment. 

The Assessment Team believes RBFF’s efforts to link the purchase of state fishing  
licenses to “an act of personal conservation” is laudable, and encourages RBFF to 
continue to emphasize this effort. There is also the opportunity to expand messaging 
to encourage non-anglers to understand how purchasing state fishing licenses, boat 
registration and other similar actions demonstrates their support for aquatic habitat 
conservation and management. 

The link between anglers and boaters and aquatic stewardship is an important 
relationship. RBFF is encouraged to keep this topic on its research agenda, and to 
integrate the ethical boating and angling message into TakeMeFishing.org and all its 
outreach and communications efforts. 

Recommendations to Increase Reach and Impact
1. RBFF, AFWA, FWS and SFBPC should work together to identify a mutually  

agreed-upon set of performance measures by the end of 2010. These measures 
should form the basis of RBFF annual reporting to the FWS and SFBPC, and 
should be revisited by the three parties on a regular basis. 

2. Expand efforts and budget to work collaboratively with state natural resource 
agencies in the design and implementation of marketing programs to increase 
boating participation and boat registrations. 

3. Publish a biennial set of learnings based on project results and state workshops  
that can be shared with the full community of RBFF stakeholders.

4. Develop databases and processes that allow RBFF to assess its performance relative 
to specific stakeholder interests (fishing, boating, education, conservation, etc.). 
Performance should be measured and reported on an ongoing basis to stakeholders.

5. Work with each state to assess RBFF’s ongoing partnership and determine how 
RBFF can best support the state’s effort to promote fishing and boating. RBFF 
should provide a “state of the states” report to SFBPC biennially. 

6. Formally track and report to SFBPC all RBFF efforts to raise a 25 percent or  
greater non-federal match to the SFR funds received that year. 

7. Develop a Future Research Agenda in collaboration with stakeholders. Report  
on the process of addressing this agenda annually to SFBPC and FWS.

8. Work cooperatively with states to ensure TakeMeFishing.org pages are accurate  
and angler/boater-ready. Utilize state-produced information as a priority to all other 
information. Where such information exists, TakeMeFishing.org should link to it. 
Where such information is lacking, RBFF should help create it. 

9. Develop partnerships with appropriate stakeholders to produce and maintain  
“how-to” sections of TakeMeFishing.org and enhance the conservation and 
stewardship pages.
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10. Undertake an evaluation of the National Youth Fishing and Boating Initiative 
utilizing the Guide to Program Evaluation as a model for determining short- and 
long-term impact of such programs. Distribute results to partners and initiate 
appropriate changes to the grants program.

11. Develop a Conservation Roundtable consisting of state and federal agencies and 
representatives from the Aquatic Resources Education Association to advise on 
content and messaging for RBFF’s websites and outreach.

As part of the review process, the RBFF Board of Directors and staff were briefed on 
the Assessment report’s content and provided an opportunity to respond formally to the 
report’s findings. RBFF’s June 21, 2010 letter to the SFBPC is included in this report as 
Addendum A. 

This marks the third programmatic assessment undertaken by SFBPC of the Recreational 
Boating and Fishing Foundation. It remains the joint responsibility of FWS, SFBPC 
and RBFF to ensure that a single set of measurements are developed, approved, tracked 
and reported against. It is anticipated that RBFF will annually report to FWS, SFBPC 
and other stakeholders on its accomplishments measured against this set of performance 
goals. It is also the continuing responsibility of both FWS and SFBPC to provide 
consistent and constructive input to RBFF, especially in terms of fundraising and staffing. 

The SFBPC will formally undertake the next three-year assessment of RBFF, as required 
by law, in 2013. 

The Assessment Team would like to thank the RBFF Board of Directors and staff for 
their responsiveness and candor throughout the conduct of this assessment. 

 
takemefishing.org sample page
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In September 1998, a group of individuals dedicated to angling and boating formed the 
initial board of directors for a new nonprofit entity known as the Recreational Boating 
and Fishing Foundation (RBFF or Foundation). 

RBFF was formed specifically to recruit and retain recreational boating and fishing 
participants while encouraging a conservation ethic and respect for the aquatic resource. 
Its founding mission was “to implement an informed, consensus-based national outreach 
strategy that will increase participation in recreational angling and boating and thereby 
increase public awareness and appreciation of the need to protect, conserve, and restore 
this nation’s aquatic natural resources.” This ambitious mission was to be achieved 
through the pursuit of five objectives:

1. Create a top-of-mind recreational boating and fishing campaign to develop 
awareness, trial and continued participation;

2. Educate people how and where to boat and fish;

3. Target market segments and create messages that address each segment’s specific 
needs;

4. Educate stakeholders on marketing, outreach and implementation of national 
strategies to targeted user groups; and

5. Make availability of, and access to, boating and fishing locations easy and simple. 

Creation of RBFF was the direct result of efforts arising from the Sportfishing and 
Boating Safety Act of 1998 (Act) which directed the Secretary of the Interior to 

“develop and implement, in cooperation and consultation with the Sport Fishing and 
Boating Partnership Council (SFPBC or Council), a national plan for outreach and 
communications” directed at addressing the decline in recreational fishing and boating. 
The national plan was drafted with input from 11 national stakeholder meetings hosted 
by the Council in which more than 400 individuals participated. The Council drafted 
a Strategic Plan for the National Outreach and Communication Program (Program), 
which Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt approved in February 1999 (Exhibit 1). 

Recognizing the need for a non-profit organization to spearhead implementation of  
the strategic plan, RBFF was formed. In March 1999, the U.S Fish and Wildlife  
Service (FWS) and RBFF signed a cooperative agreement to provide financial support  
to RBFF for professional marketing expertise needed to implement the National 
Outreach and Communications Program. In July 1999, an RBFF Chief Executive 
Officer was hired and began the process of hiring permanent staff and establishing an 
office in Alexandria, VA. 

i n t R o d u c t i o n
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In September 1999, FWS, SFBPC and the International Association of Fish and 
Wildlife Agencies (now the Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies or AFWA) entered 
into a memorandum of understanding (MOU) with RBFF establishing the framework 
for a “collaborative effort to implement the National Outreach and Communications 
Program.” The MOU states the SFBPC “will monitor the implementation of the 
Program, will evaluate effectiveness of the program by communicating regularly with its 
stakeholders and will regularly report findings to the Secretary of the Interior and the 
signatories of this agreement. The original MOU was in force, as amended, through 
2009, when a new MOU was executed (Exhibit 2).

Funding for RBFF is provided by a discretionary grant, awarded through a competitive 
process, with funds collected through the Sport Fish Restoration and Boating Trust 
Fund, and administered by FWS. For the Years 2000 –2010, the Foundation has received 
$106,134,314 in federal appropriations authorized from the Sport Fish Restoration 
account (see page 41 for further discussion). A funding history is presented in Table 1.

table 1  RBFF:  Appropriation History, 2000–2010

fiscal year* federal appropriation

2000 $5,000,000

2001 $6,000,000

2002 $7,000,000

2003 $8,000,000

2004 $10,000,000

2005 $9,790,000

2006 $9,790,000

2007 $10,773,941

2008 $12,305,981

2009 $13,758,009

2010 $13,716,383

total $106,134,314

*funding by rbff fiscal year (april 1– march 30); 
federal appropriations are previous federal fy 
(october 1– september 30) — e.g., rbff fy 2009 
funded with federal fy 2008. (source: rbff, pers. 
comm.)

Under authority of the Act, FWS acts as liaison between the RBFF, SFBPC, AFWA and 
other stakeholders. The FWS is also responsible for administering the discretionary grant 
and provides a detailed accounting of the program and its activities to the Secretary of 
the Interior. 
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Assessment Responsibility and Prior Assessments 
The Sportfishing and Boating Safety Act of 1998 requires that the Secretary of the 
Interior undertake a review of the Plan “periodically, but not less frequently than once 
every 3 years.”  This responsibility was delegated to the SFBPC via the 1999 and 2009 
memoranda of understanding, which state the SFBPC “will monitor the implementation 
of the Program, will evaluate effectiveness of the program by communicating regularly 
with its stakeholders and will regularly report findings to the Secretary and the 
signatories of this agreement.”  

In 2002, the SFBPC undertook the first review resulting in the report Implementation of 
the Strategic Plan for the National Outreach and Communication Program, a progress 
report to the Secretary of the Interior. The 2002 review provided a foundation for a 
comprehensive assessment conducted in 2006.

The Programmatic Assessment of the Recreational Boating and Fishing Foundation, FY 
2003–2006 (2006 Assessment) evaluated the efforts of RBFF relative to five questions 
that are tied directly to the Sportfishing and Boating Safety Act and the National 
Outreach and Communications Program:  

1. Have RBFF activities had a positive impact on recruitment and 
retention of boaters and anglers? 

2. Have Stakeholders found added value in the adoption of  
RBFF products?

3. Has RBFF increased the public’s knowledge of “how-to” boat and  
fish, and its awareness of boating and fishing opportunities?

4. How has RBFF enhanced the public’s understanding of  
aquatic resources?

5. Have RBFF products and activities increased conservation and 
responsible use of aquatic resources by boaters and anglers?

The 2006 Assessment presented a set of findings and recommendations 
to the Secretary of the Interior and the RBFF Board of Directors in early 
2007. The assessment was intentionally designed to be replicated in  
future years. 

2009 Assessment Process 
Scope

The 2009 Assessment examines RBFF activities from April 1, 2006, through March 
31, 2009 (RBFF FY 2007– 2009). FY 2010 information is also utilized as available  
and pertinent.

In carrying out its review responsibilities, the SFBPC utilized an independent  
Assessment Team to provide an impartial review process and present all findings in a 
constructive manner.

sfbpc rbff assessment report fy 2003–06
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Step 1:  Confirm Assessment Criteria and Process
In a June 5, 2009 letter, the SFBPC notified RBFF of their intent to conduct the 
required assessment of RBFF’s activities in implementing the National Outreach and 
Communication Program (Exhibit 3). To conduct this compulsory assessment, the 
Council empanelled an eight-person Assessment Team that represents a cross section of 
organizations interested and experienced in recreational fishing and boating, and familiar 
with the conduct and impact of RBFF (Table 2). The Team was staffed by Whitney Tilt 
as principal investigator and D.J. Case & Associates as project consultant.1 Doug Hobbs, 
SFBPC Coordinator for FWS, acted as liaison between the Assessment Team, FWS and 
SFBPC. Initial scoping work began July 13, 2009. 

table 2 Assessment Team

douglass boyd (chair)
vice-chair, sfbpc and
board, coastal conservation association
boerne, tX

noreen clough
principal
nkc consulting, inc.
clermont, fl

betty huskins
member, sfbpc &
southeastern tourism policy council
linville falls, nc

Jim hardin
compliance manager
grady-White boats
greenville, nc

david hagengruber
angler & hunter education coordinator
montana fish Wildlife & parks
helena, mt

stephen perry
chief, inland fisheries division
new hampshire fish and game department
concord, nh

ann miller
aquatic education coordinator
texas parks & Wildlife department
austin, tX

susan silberman, ph.d.
senior research advisor
aarp
Washington, dc

sFBPc liaison & Principal investigator

doug hobbs
sfbpc coordinator
u.s. fish and Wildlife service 
arlington, va

Whitney tilt
principal investigator/project manager
d.J. case & associates (subcontractor)
bozeman, mt

The 2006 Assessment Team utilized an analysis framework developed by Dr. Steven 
Yaffee and colleagues at the University of Michigan.2 Conduct of the 2009 Assessment 
was based on a foundation provided by the 2006 Assessment and five principal 
documents:  Sportfishing and Boating Safety Act of 1998, Strategic Plan for the National 
Outreach and Communication Program (1998), 1999 Memorandum of Understanding, 

1 Whitney Tilt is principal of Conservation BenchMarks in Bozeman, Montana. His qualifications include 
co-author of  the Programmatic Evaluation of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Fisheries Program, FY 
2004 (co author-2005), Independent Evaluation of the Effectiveness of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s 
National Wildlife Refuge System 2007 (co-author 2008), National Fish Habitat Action Plan (consultant for 
drafting 2006), Partnership Agenda for Fisheries Conservation (committee member and co-author 2002) 
and Saving a System in Peril: A Special Report on the National Fish Hatchery System (committee member 
and co-author 2000).
2 See Measuring Progress, a Guide to the Development, Implementation, and Interpretation of an Evaluation 
Plan — a publication of the Ecosystem Management Initiative, School of Natural Resources, University of 
Michigan at: http://www.snre.umich.edu/ecomgt//evaluation/templates.htm.
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2002 Implementation of the Strategic Plan for the National Outreach and Communication 
Program report, and the Programmatic Assessment of the Recreational Boating and Fishing 
Foundation, FY 2003 – 2006.

The same questions, on which the 2006 Assessment was based, formed the foundation 
for the 2009 Assessment (page 3). These five questions are intentionally framed in  
simple, direct language aimed at the intended beneficiaries: boaters and anglers, the 
recreational boating and fishing industry, and the aquatic resources on which boating 
and fishing depend. For each of these questions, a set of indicators (measures) was 
developed along with one or more benchmarks (comparisons) against which to measure 
changes in the indicators. 

Step 2:  Conducting the Assessment 
Beginning in July 2009, the principal investigator met with RBFF staff and others to 
gather data and began to assess RBFF programs in light of data provided. Most of the 
information was provided by RBFF staff and consisted of a wide range of published 
and unpublished material, including summaries and reports, correspondence, financial 
statements and databases prepared by RBFF professional staff, consultants and others. 
Selected data are summarized throughout the report and/or appended. Data tables 
presented in this report were reviewed by RBFF staff for accuracy. All data provided to 
the Assessment Team have been inventoried and are available for review. An inventory  
of the resources examined and utilized in this assessment is presented in Exhibit 4.  
Data have been archived on DVD discs and filed with the FWS and SFBPC as part  
of this report. 

The Assessment Team conducted its assessment through a series of telephone conference 
calls, face-to-face meetings and outside interviews with Foundation staff, Board of 
Directors members and stakeholders. A survey of state natural resource agency websites 
was conducted and a questionnaire sent to all state natural resource agencies. Efforts 
formally commenced in July 2009 with a scoping meeting with RBFF senior staff and 
concluded in May 2010 with presentation of the team’s report to the SFBPC, the RBFF 
Board of Directors in June 2010, and formal subsequent transmittal to the Secretary of 
the Interior.

Note on Fiscal Years. The RBFF fiscal year runs from April 1–March 30. The federal 
fiscal year runs October 1–September 30. In general, RBFF reports to the FWS and 
SFBPC on its activities on the basis of its fiscal year. However, many references are also 
made to activities conducted in the calendar year (CY). This assessment attempts to be 
consistent and report activity either on the basis of RBFF’s fiscal year (marked “FY”) or 
the calendar year (simply the year). In some cases the data are too vague to determine 
exact timeframe. Where this is vital to the assessment report, the discrepancy is noted. 

RBFF Mission and Governance

RBFF is incorporated in the Commonwealth of Virginia, and is operated as an 
educational organization in accordance with Section 501(c)(3) of the U.S. Internal 
Revenue Service.
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According to its bylaws, the Foundation’s primary purpose is to work with state agencies 
and other organizations to educate and develop the skills and knowledge of the public 
regarding recreational boating and fishing, with a special emphasis on conservation, and 
to thereby develop and promote those activities. The Foundation’s FY 2009 Strategic 
Plan provides a fuller mission statement.

Mission of RBFF: To implement an informed, consensus-based national outreach 
strategy that will increase participation in recreational angling and boating and 
thereby increase public awareness and appreciation of the need to protect, conserve, 
and restore this nation’s aquatic natural resources.

RBFF is governed by a volunteer Board of Directors, serving three-year terms. The Board 
consists of one non-voting representative and no fewer than four and no more than 24 
directors, appointed as follows: 

1. Twenty-three of the Directors and one Non-Voting Representative shall be 
appointed by the organizations listed below and in accordance with the following: 

a. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (one Non-Voting Representative) 
i. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Director, or designee 

b. Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies (seven seats) 
i. Executive Vice President of AFWA, or designee 
ii. State Fish & Wildlife Agency Director 
iii. State Fisheries Chief 
iv. State Aquatic Education Coordinator 
v. State Information/Education/Outreach/Marketing Chief 
vi. State Boating Access Coordinator 
vii. State Boating Law Administrator 

c. National Marine Manufacturers Association (five seats) 
i. NMMA President, or designee 
ii. Boat Dealer 
iii. Marina Representative 
iv. Boat Engine Manufacturer 
v. Boat Manufacturer 

d. American Sportfishing Association (five seats) 
i. ASA President, or designee 
ii. Tackle Manufacturer 
iii. Tackle Sales Representative 
iv. Tackle Retailer/Wholesaler 
v. American Fly Fishing Trade Association (AFFTA) Representative 

e. NMMA and ASA Jointly (one seat) 
i. Mass Retailer of Fishing/Boating Accessories 

f. Sport Fishing and Boating Partnership Council (five seats) 
i. Grassroots Conservation/Advocacy Organizations (two seats) 
ii. At-large (three seats) 

2. The Directors then in office may appoint one of the Directors.

nomenclature and definitions

indicator:  an attribute that can 
be measured or described and 
is used to answer one or more 
evaluation questions.

benchmark:  a comparison 
allowing assessment of change in 
an indicator.
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Strategic Plans and Expenses by Program Area
RBFF has consistently worked to describe its programmatic objectives in a series of 
strategic plans. The Board of Directors has approved strategic plans for FY 2005-2010, 
FY 2008, FY 2009, and FY 2010. Over the course of FY 2007 to FY 2009, the strategic 
objectives have changed in structure and emphasis as RBFF works to refine its direction 
and effectiveness. The organization’s core focus, however, is evident in RBFF’s FY 2009 
Strategic Initiatives:   

 ■ Brand: Continue to build equity in the Take Me Fishingtm brand in order to support 
stakeholder marketing efforts to increase participation.

■■ Anglers’■Legacy: Mobilize the avid angler to serve as a recruitment arm for 
introducing non participants to recreational boating and fishing.

 ■ States: Mobilize states to increase fishing license sales by implementing an integrated 
marketing program targeted towards lapsed anglers.

 ■ Education: Use funding, expertise and program guidance to educate and encourage 
participation in recreational boating and fishing among youth and their families.

 ■ Boating: Enhance efforts of boating stakeholders to increase recreational boating 
participation. 

Program expenses provide a snapshot of an organization’s priorities and level of effort. 
Table 3 provides a general budget compilation for FY2004 – 06 presented by the 2006 
Assessment aligning budget expenditures by general program activities.

table 3  Budget Allocations, FY 2004 and 2006 (percentage of total expenses)3  

functional expense fy 2004 fy 2006

national media campaigns 60% 50%

outreach 16% 15%

targeted initiatives 9% 13%

evaluation & research 3% 3%

operations 12% 19%

The 2009 Assessment undertook a similar effort to organize functional expenses by 
general program area for FY 2006 – 2009, as presented in Table 4. Similar to earlier 
efforts, program expenses in FY 2006 and 2007 were presented under a different set of 
strategic initiatives and do not align directly with those presented in FY 2008 – 2009. 
The Assessment Team includes FY 2006 – 2007 here for the sake of a rough comparison.

Consistent with earlier years, RBFF has expended 65 – 70 percent of its budget directed 
at efforts to build and support its brand campaigns with the largest line items within 
these initiatives being professional fees/consulting and salary.

3 Programmatic Assessment of the Recreational Boating and Fishing Foundation, FY 2003–2006, 
SFBPC, page 89.
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table 4 RBFF Program Expenses, FY 2006–2009*

Functional expense/Fiscal Year 2006 2007 2008 2009

take me fishing/Anglers’ Legacy 1/ $7,567,617 $7,442,168 $9,466,606 $8,889,502

stakeholder outreach $1,248,582 $2,333,288 -- -- 

research & evaluation $440,080 $734,346 -- -- 

product development, mgt. & 
main.

$534,194 $418,094 -- --

states initiatives  --  -- $1,083,297 $2,527,101

education  --  -- $913,822 $1,005,791

other initiatives  --  -- $660,503 $535,845

management/office operations $840,300 $869,229 $743,315 $786,321

total $10,630,773 $11,797,125 $12,867,543 $13,744,560

* strategic initiatives under which program expenses were presented were changed from fy 2006-
2007 to fy 2008 – 2009.
1/ category titled “consumer advertising and public relations” in fy 2006 and fy 2007.

rbff’s mission is to implement an informed, consensus-based national outreach strategy that Will increase participation in recreational angling 
and boating and thereby increase public aWareness and appreciation of the need to protect, conserve, and restore this nation’s aQuatic natural 
resources. (photo: mrspip/flickr)
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Assessment Organization

This assessment is organized by five evaluation questions. For each of these questions, the 
following is provided:

context within which the question is asked relative to the Foundation, recreational 
boating and fishing, and aquatic resource management;

Basis for Assessment describing the evaluation question, information requested 
by the Assessment Team, and data received;

Assessment metrics presenting indicators, measures, benchmarks and 
performance; 

Presentation of Activities;

Findings and observations of Assessment Team relative to the Assessment; and

Recommendations to increase Reach and impact for consideration by 
the Foundation Board of Directors as they continue to direct the Foundation’s programs 
in the future.

Whitney Tilt
Text Box
Full Report and Exhibits available on SFBPC Website at http://www.fws.gov/sfbpc/ under reports.




